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A search tree grown from an n-long random file of nzlmerical recorJs is studied. Each node 
of the tree accommodates an ordered subfile consisting of at most (m - 1) records; no particular 
assumptions are made about how the local search within a node is executed. The depth and the 
total number of comparisons of the search are shown to be asymptotically Gaussian with means 
crlln n, crzln n, and covariance matrix (laiiln nlj. The a’s depend on m and the first and second 
order moments of the local search time. The locally binary and sequential cases serve as an il- 
lustration. 
1. Introduction 
The lexicographical multiway search tree is a structured method of representing 
large files of data in external memory. The method originated from the research by 
Muntz and Uzgalis [l]. In that research they tried to adapt the usual insertion 
algorithm in binary search trees to fit paging schemes. In such schemes data stored 
in external memory are structured into pages. To process arecord, the page contain- 
ing it must first be brought into the internal memory. The idea behind multiway 
trees is to choose the branch factor m such that the page size is equal to the space 
needed by a node, and require that new insertions be made, if at all possible, in used 
pages before starting new ones. In practice, m is in the order of a few hundreds with 
numeric keys, and the average space required is slightly more than that of the best 
possible tree with the same branch factor [2]. 
The insertion procedure is described next. Let w = (w(l), w(2), .. . ) be a stream of 
distinct numbers (input records). Consider an infinite tree t with all its outdegrees 
equal to m. Each node of t has m - 1 positions for the keys and m pointers. 
keys in any node are arranged in ascen eft to rig et t, be a sub- 
tree of t, with the same root, formed by the nodes of t having records in them; to 
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is the empty tree. To insert w(n + 1) in t, to obtain t,+ l the following recursive pro- 
cedure is applied [2-41. Suppose w(n + 1) is the sth smallest among the records in 
the root. If the root is not filled w(n + 1) goes to the sth slot of the root, pushing 
all the larger keys one slot to the right. Otherwise, w(n + 1) goes into the sth left son 
of the root where it is subjected to a similar procedure. Eventually, w(n + 1) finds 
its place either in a node of t, or in a still-empty node of t which is a son of a node 
of t,. 
In this paper we study two characteristics of t, related to the time-performance. 
We are interested in the joint distribution of L, and Ci, the length of the path 
from the root to the node that accommodates w(n+ 1) and the number of compar- 
isons exercised along this path. We show that the vector (Ln, Ck) is asymptotically 
Gaussian. These distributions were not known before even for the binary search 
trees (m = 2). Previous research established estimates for only the first and second 
moments of these random variables for m = 2. We use the Laplace transform of ran- 
dom variables to derive our results. This method of derivation is used for the first 
time in the context of the theory of search trees and we feel that it is part of our 
contribution. 
Assumption. The sequence {w(n)} F= l is an infinite random permutation, which 
means that for each n, the permutation (n) of 1,2, .. . , n defined by 
is uniformly distributed. Under this assumption L, becomes a random variable, 
since it is uniquely determined by w( 1), . .., w(n + 1). As for Ch, one has yet to 
specify the comparison procedure to be employed within each node encountered 
along the path from the root to its destination ode. Whatever procedure we use, 
we assume that for each s, 05s~ m - 1, there is a known row vector 
(6’s’( 1) , . . . . @)(s+ l)), where S@)(j) is the number of comparisons made between 
the inserted record and the records of an s-long subfile if the former is the jth 
smallest among the latters. For example, if the insertion procedure is a sequential 
scan from left to right, then 
8(@(j) = min(j,s), 1 s j =s+ 1. (1.1) 
We shall use the random variable 8’) which is uniformly distributed on the set 
{ scSJ(l), . . . . #(s+ I)), O=s5m- 1. Our goal is to prove 
Theorem. The random vector (Ln, CA) is asymptotically Gaussian with the mean 
(a, In n, a21n ), and the covariance matrix l~cw,$n n 11, where 
a1 = Hi’, ~2 = Hi *E(@ - *I), 
Q11 = (1.2) 
a22 = 
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E(p - “), 02(p - 1’) are respectively the mean and the variance of Strn - ‘I, and 
HI = l/2+ l . . + l/m, H2 = 1/22+=9* + I/m2. (1=3) 
Notes 
(1) For the binary search tree (m = 2), the theorem yields that L, (= CL) is 
asymptotically normal with mean and variance both equal to 2 In n. As we mention- 
ed in the introduction, this distribution was not known. Only estimates of &CA) 
and a2(Ci) are already known [2]. 
(2) A weak law of large numbers for CA, L,, which we proved earlier [3] for the 
locally sequential search, is also directly implied by the theorem. 
(3) It is very comforting that the a’s depend only on P(S(“n - ‘I), a”(#“- ‘I), but 
not on some deeper characteristics of the local search. For the sequential case, a 
direct evaluation (see (1.1)) shows that 
Wm-‘)) = (m - l)(m + 2)/2m, 
a2(p - 1) ) = (m - l)(m -2)(m2+3m -6)/12m2. 
Another interesting case is when the local search is binary [2]. This time, 8(S) is 
the length of a path in the binary tree T, on s vertices, that starts at the root of T, 
and terminates at one of (s + 1) external nodes which is chosen at random. (T, is 
built recursively: the left and right subtrees of T, are respectively T,, and TSz, 
where s1 = [s/21 - 1, s2 = Ls/2j, sz 2.) Therefore [2], 
E(@) = Llog2sJ +2-(s+ 1)-‘2Llog2sl + 1. (14 
Furthermore, @ may assume only two values, Llog2 s] and Llog2 s] + 1. Let a, 
denote the number of the external nodes at distance Llogzsl + 1 from the root of 
TS. A little work shows that 
b2(Sc”>) = (a& + 1)( 1 - (a& + 1)) 
(so, a2(@) s l/4 for all s). Also, it follows from (1.4) that 
a, = 2(s+ 1 - 2Llog2 SJ). 
(4) The depth and number of comparisons discussed above are those involved 
with unsuccessful search. Using the fact that log n is slowly varying it can be proved 
that the vector (Q, Cn), the depth and number of comparisons needed to locate an 
already existing key in t,, is also asymptotically Gaussian. The quantities 
Cn concern the time complexity associated with successful search. 
Table 1 shows the values of the parameters for m ranging from 2 to 20. 
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Table 1 
Sequential Case 
a2 alI Q12 a22 fll 
Rir ary Case 
a2 a11 a12 a22 
2 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
4 0.92 2.08 0.33 0.75 2.32 0.92 1.85 0.33 0.67 1.33 
6 0.69 2.30 0.16 0.54 3.32 0.69 1.84 0.16 0.43 1.30 
8 0.58 2.55 0.10 0.46 4.60 0.58 1.75 0.10 0.31 0.94 
10 0.52 2.80 0.08 0.41 6.09 0.52 1.76 0.08 0.26 1.01 
12 0.48 3.05 0.06 0.39 7.77 0.48 1.74 0.06 0.22 0.92 
14 0.44 3.30 0.05 0.37 9.62 0.44 1.71 0.05 0.19 0.81 
16 0.42 3.54 0.04 0.37 11.64 0.42 1.68 0.04 0.17 0.69 
18 0.40 3.79 0.04 0.36 13.82 0.40 1.69 0.04 0.16 0.75 
20 0.38 4.02 0.03 0.36 16.17 0.38 1.69 0.03 0.15 0.75 
2. Proofs 
For n + k + I > 0, let X(n, k, I j denote a random number of positions available for 
w(n + 1 j in the tree t which are at distance k from the root and reachable by making 
exactly I comparisons of w(10 +1 j with (some ofj w( 1 j, . . . , w(n); put also 
X(0,0,0) = 1. Since, given the tree t,, all (n + 1 j positions for w(n + 1 j are equally 
likely we have 
p&l = k,Cn = 1) = (n+ I)-*E(n,kJj, 
Wj 
E(n, k, i j = E(X(n, k, i jj. 
Introduce the generating functions 
ln view of 
G(x, YJ! = c x”G,(y,zj, 1x1~ 1. 
nro 
(24 
F,(YJ~ = (n + lj-‘G,(y,zj. 
Lemma 1. G(x. y, zj satisfies the conditions 
(1 -x)“-‘a”‘-‘G(x, u,zjBx”‘-’ = [m!yg,,+,(zj]G(X, y zj, Wj 
a’G(o,y,z)/ax’=ii+lj!gi(zj, Orirm-2, (2.3) 
F,i Y, zj = Eiy Lnzcnj, G,,i~,zj = c Ein, S Oykz’, 
k,lzO 
where, by defiriition, 
g&j = E(Zd”‘j (2.4) 
of the random variable dfi), 0s i 1; m - 1. 
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roof. For nzm - 1, let T,i, e.., T,, be the subtrees of tn ordered from left to right 
whose roots are adjacent o the root of t,,. Let rkj denote the number of elements 
of w@) contained in the nodes of T”j, I s j sm. It was proved in [3] that the ran- 






Pi = n--m-I- 1, l$zo, 
that is for every such i =(JJ& 
(2.5) 
Further, the (n + 1)st record will be accommodated bya subtree Tnj, or one of its 
(still empty) external nodes, in the case that this record is the j th smallest in compar- 
ison with the (m - 1) records already stored at the root of t,,. In this case, am- l)(j) 
comparisons are performed at the root, 15 j em, by the definition of the function 
S(“- ‘)(a). In view of this, we have 
X(n,k,l)= f ~ci)(k-1,1-6m-*)(j)) 
j=l 
(2.7) 
where &V(j)@, v) is the number of positions available for the record w(n + 1) in Tnj, 
or its external nodes, which (a) are p steps apart from the root of Tnj, (b) require 
v comparisons of w(n + 1) with the elements of w(k) stored in Tnj. By the basic 
assumption regarding { w(n)},“, 1, conditioned on an event { rkj = b}, by 0, 
a-(j)@, v) d’f X(6, p, v). 
Therefore, by (2.5)-(2,7). 
c 
. . 
f E(G, k- l,I- @‘-*)( j)), 
*- 
11. m.0, h J - 1 
nzm-1, krl. 
where ii, . *. , im satisfy (2.5). Multiplying both sides by A?-~+ ’ and summing over 





Multiplying both sides of the last relation y y% and summing over k 2 0, / 2 Q, we 
arrive at 
IN - I (i-3) a 1?1 - I 
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= (m - l)! y f z6’“-“( j) C(x, y, z) = [m ! yg,_ l(z)]G(x,y, z). 
j=l > 
As for the relations (2.3) it follows from an observation that for nrm - 2, 
X(n,k,l)= I{lSjSn+l: tP(j)=l}l. Cl 
Lemma 2. Let y , z be positive. Denote &y A = A( y, z) the positive root of the equation 
m=2 
jIlo G+jl = m! _Ygm(Z)* 
Then - 
WYA = G(Y,z)[ [@I (A + j))/n!] , 
(2.8) 
where min and max are taken over Or i 5 m - 2 (cf. [3]). 
Proof. A function G = (1 -x)-* is a solution of (2.2) which satisfies the initial con- 
ditions 
(WQ_Y,Z)~‘~d=‘ff (A+ j), OSirm-2. (2.10) 
j=O 
Introduce 
G(*e2) = al,2(y,z)(l -x)-” = i Ir"G$ 2’( y, 2); (2.11) 
n=O 
the functions G (‘lp Gf2) are also solutions of (2.2). 
According to (2.3), (2.9), (2.10), 
G(~~‘(Y,z)IG,(Y,z)=G~‘(~,z) for Osnrm-2. (2.12) 
Besides, for n zz m - E , the coefficients G,(y, z), Gy)(yp z), Gf)( y, z) satisfy a linear 
recurrence relation (see (2.2)), 
( ) n’,-rjvn= m!yg,_,COeff~-(~~l-l, 





ence, by induction, (2.9) holds true for n m - 1 as well. 
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Since g,_,(l)=E(l”‘“‘-I’)= 1, we have that (see (2.8), (2.9)), il(1, 1) = 2, 
a&l, 1) =a# l)= 1. Thus, 
corollary 
E(yL+~)= jfiO(j+l)-l(A-l+ j))(l+O(ly-ll+lr-11)). 
(_ 
uniformly over n 2 0. 
Lemma 3. Let t =exp(uAn1’2n), u real. Then, uniforml,, over u from any bounded 
intervd, there is 
fnW = fi (j + I)-*(t +j) 
j=O 
= exp(u ln1’2n + u2/2 + 0(!iF2n)). (2.13) 
Proof. The relation (2.13) should be anticipated, since f,(t) = E(tSn+I), where $ + l
is the number of cycles in a random permutation of 1, . . . , n + 1 which is asymp- 
totically normal with mean and variance In n (see, for example, [5]). 
First, 
(j + l)-‘(t + 1) 
= exp[ln(l + (exp(u In-‘“n) - l)( j + 1)-l)] 
= exp[(exp(u In-1’2n) - l)( j + l)-’ + u(ln-‘n( j -p_ l)‘2)] 





J ’ = lnn+O(l), C j-‘<=, 
j=l j,31 
we have 
,fio(j + l)‘-‘(t + 1) 
*= 
n 
= cxp 1 (uln -1’2n + u2/2 In n) 
L c .- -0 
= exp[u W2n + u2/2 + @(hP2n)]. Cl 
. Let y = et, z = evj, A = 1 + 8. Th~?n 
~“~lr+P2~+2-‘(Pllr232812~~+P22r12)+ (2.14) 
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as c, q+O. Here 
B 1 = Hi’, fl2 = Hi1E(G(m-1))9 
B 11 = - Hi3(aHi - Hz), fi12 = - fi-c’(Hl- Hz), 
p22 = Hi1[~2(~‘“-1’)-E2(6’*-1’)Hi2(H~ -Hz)]. 
Proof. Observe that 
(n2!)-1~~2(A+j)=~~1[(j+l)-1e’+(j+l)-1j]=E(ehR). 
j=O j=l 
Where R is the sum of independent (binary valued) random variables Xi, 
(P(Xj=l)=(j+i)-‘), l<jSm-I. In particular, 
E(R) =mil(j+;;-l=Hl, 
j=l 
a2(R) = mi’ a’(Xj) 
j=l 
z mi’ [(j + 1)-l -(j + 1)-2] = Hl - H2. 
j=l 
Therefore, taking logarithms of both sides of (2.8) and invoking the formula 
ln[E(euY)] = aE(Y)++a2a2(Y)+O(la13), 
we have 
hE(R)++h2a2(R)i-0(lh13) 
= r+q E(6’m-1))++q2&6(m-1))+O(lq~ 
The expansion (2.14) follows then from (2.15) via a rout 
perturbation method. We omit the details. 0 
Lemma 5. For any fixed real v, w, 
E{exp[(vL, + wC,,)ln-1’2n]} 
1 
I. 1 . (2.15) 
ine application of the small 
= exp[(qv+cr2w)hP2n++(allv2+2q2vw+ (r22W2)+O(ln-1’2n)], 
(2.16) 
where the CY ‘s are given in (1.2). 
. Let y = exp(v In ““n), z=exp(w In-“2n). Then, by Lemma 4; .E=u ln’1’2n, 
where 
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Hence, by the Corollary and Lemma 3, 
E( yLYFJ) = f Jexp(u lrP2n))( 1 + O(En-1’2n)) 
= exp(u lrP2n + +u2 + Q(lrP2n)) 
= exp[(&v + j?2w)ln1’2n ++(&,v2 + 2j3r2vw + j?22w2) 
+ +(plv + jJ2w)2 + 0(lrF2n)]. 
The last expression is the same as the one on the right side of (2.16) if the Q’S are 
defined by (1.2). Cl 
In view of this lemma, the two-dimensional Laplace transform of the random vec- 
tor (L, - arln n, Cn - a21n )ln -3’2n converges to the one of the Gaussian vector 
with zero mean and the covariance matrix l~or,$ This proves the theorem, since 
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